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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the firs! application of a supervision
support system to a part of a nuclear reprocessing plant. The
system is called DIAPASON : its role is to help the operators to
understand the behaviour of the process, and to diagnose
failures if needed. This paper is only concerned with the
simulation of the behaviour of the process and the associated
explanations provided by DIAPASON during the normal
operation peri' Js. The modeling, simulation techniques are
presented, when applied to a nuclear process. A causal graph
linking the relevant variables by Qualitative Transfer Functions
models the process behaviour. The simulation consists in
propagating through the entire graph the significant events
delected on the input variables or on measurable disturbances of
the process. As a result, the evolutions of all the other variables
are obtained. The explanations that can be provided at the
present time are deduced from the simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Industrial process control has been greatly improved thanks to
advances in process control theory and in data processing : the
control systems can now perform data filtering and sampling,
data display and storage, control signals computation, detection
of abnormal situations and triggering of automatic systems in
case of emergency. A completely numerically controlled facility
might even be soon realized (I].

' As a consequence, the role of human operators has been
evolving towards supervision, which has generated new
problems (2] : during long operation periods, the operators
have almost nothing to do, whereas they must rapidly react in
order the quality of the production or the safety of the plant to
be guaranteed, when a problem suddenly occurs and generates a
myriad of alarms. The operators can estimate the current state of
the process in two ways : by looking at the curves displayed by
the control system, or by consulting abacuses in the case of non
measurable variables. They can estimate the evolution of the
process a posteriori by looking at the histories of variables.
They are helped to detect malfunctions by the control system
which point out threshold overreachings in a visual or sonorous
way. They have Io search for the origin of the malfunction, then
they can react according to scenarii written in safety books.
Our purpose is to help operators to supervise continuous
industrial processes, and particularly to understand the actual
behaviour of the process, its causes and effects, so as they can
easier take decisions. There have been more and more research
works about this task, as a result of the analyse of several
dangerous incidents : an a priori known incident may lead to a
dangerous situation, when a failure in the process is followed
by a human error concerning the localization of the failure or the
actions to be made ; if only one son of error had occured, the
incident could have been resolved without any problem [3].
The earlier works realized to prevent human errors were

specifically concerned with diagnosis ( Reactor [4|, Escon
[S] ) ; the later ones are inspired by Qualitative physics and arc
concerned with simulation too ( (6), ALLIANCE |7] ), for they
suppose that a simulation of the normal behaviour of ihc
process associated with explanations may enable malfunctions
to be precociously detected and localized.
We agree with this assumption, and we developped a simulnior
based on the modeling techniques issued from ALLIANCE. This
simulator is called PROTEE ; it is a pan of the suoervision
system DIAPASON, which includes a fault detection and a
diagnosis system loo (8). The modeling and the simulation
techniques used in PROTEE are presented in this paper and are
illustrated by an application in the nuclear HeId. Then the
interface of DIAPASON in normal operation periods is explained,
so are the provided explanations.

2. MODELING

2.1. The process

The process is modeled by two coupled pulse columns, their
feed subsystems, and the buffer system connecting the two
columns. These processes are parts of the plant used to separate
uranium and plutonium from fission products, which are
nuclear waste : the Figure 1 represents the operating diagram of
the two coupled pulse columns ; the transfer systems ( feed
and buffer apparatus ) have been omitted so as to simplify the
schema.
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Figure 1 : The operating diagram of lhe process

Pulse columns are liquid-liquid extractors : they mix ihcn
separate an aqueous phase and an organic phase. The first pulse
column in figure 1 is used to extract by the organic phase the
uranium and the plutonium from the acid load solution. The
outlet acid solution only contains the fission products which can
be afterwards confined in a glass matrix. The second column iv
used to wash the uranium and plutonium solution so as in clean
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it up from fission products left.
Notations for the variables of the first column are presented in
figure 2.
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Figure 2 : The extraction pulse column

The organic phase containing uranium and plutonium
( QG600 ) is injected in the second column so as to be washed
again.
In fact, the validation of the prototype DIAPASON could have
been easily made, because we have at our disposal a classical
numerical simulator of the process ; the results presented here
have been realized when connected to the numerical simulator.

2.2. The causal graph

The process is represented by a causal graph, whose nodes are
the variables relevant to supervise the process behaviour, and
whose arcs symbolized the causal relationships between the
variables. Some subsystems. like control loops, cannot be seen
as classical feedbacks, for there is no notion of temporal
causality in the loop according to the supervision time scaling
( the phenomena occuring in the loop are often seen as
instantaneous ) ; consequently control loops are modeled as
subgraphs in which the global causality is respected ( cf. figure
3 ) : the regulated variable is influenced by the set variable and
the control variable on one hand, and by disturbances on [he
other hand.
The arcs of the graph expresse causal influences between
variables in terms of gains ( static influences ), delays and
settling times ( dynamic influences ), which are parameters

well-known by process control engineers.

.regulation..

Figure 3 : Causal graph of a regulation

The causal graph of the extraction pulse column equipped with
its feed systems is presented in figure 4. In fact, this graph is a
subgraph connected to the buffer system which is connected to
the washing column, whose subgraph is similar to the one in
figure 4.
As the control of Ihe process can be ensured by looking at the
hydraulic variables, only hydraulic phenomena arc taken into
account by Ihe supervision model.

3. SIMULATION

The causal graph is not only a good representation of ihe
behaviour of the process, expressed according to the physic.il
cause-effect phenomena ; it is also the knowlegde base used by
the simulator to deduce the effects of actions or disturbances
over the behaviour of the process.

3.1. PROTEE

The evolutions are represented by piecewise linear time
functions (cf. figure S ) : some significant temporal points
mark the instants where a phenomenon causes a slope break ;
the evolutions can be discontinuous at these points, so as to be
able to take into account phenomena which can be considered as
instantaneous with respect to the supervision temporal scale. A
piece of evolution is called a segment.

evolution' segment

1

Figure S : The evolution of a variable according to the simulator

Figure 4 : Causal graph modeling the extraction column and its feed systems



The simulation consists in propagating the evolutions from a
variable on another one, piece after piece, starting from the
variables which are sources in the graph. These variables
correspond to the control inputs of the process: CQlOlO,
CQOSOO, CPRE801, and CNIRE in the previous graph
( QGI00 is not an input variable, for it represents the aqueous
flow corning back from the washing column ).
These initial evolutions are built on line, segment after segment,
by a specific module, whose aim is to make segmentation of the
continuous signals constituted by linear interpolations of the
acquisitions provided by the control system {9).
The input segments are then transformed into events, which are
the entities propagated by the simulator. An event has as
attributes :

a date, at which the slope break occurs ;
an amplitude, which is the amplitude variation of the
evolution at the date of the event ;
a slope, which is the slope variation of the evolution at the
date of the event.

Events have been built in order that evolutions can be
decomposed according to figure 6 : ths event ei is caracterized
by its date ti, its amplitude a\, and its slope (Pt-Po)'

b t à ti b t

Figure 6 : Decomposition of an evolution into events

When an event is propagated from a variable A on a variable B
linked by the arc AB, it is transformed by the Qualitative
Transfer Function (QTF) attached to AB in order to infer the
response of B. The response by a QTF is called a Qualitative
Response (QR) ; it must be apiecewise linear function, so as to
be consistent with the definition of an evolution. An event can
be seen as the sum of a step and a ramp, and the responses to
these inputs by classical transfer functions are well-known.
Then, QRs have been defined as piecewise linear
approximations of these classical réponses. There is a library of
QRs, according to the behaviour to be described. For instance,
the "first order QR" approximates the classical response by the
first order transfer function by four linear parts [10] ; the first
three describe the dynamic pan of the response and the last one
is the asymptote of the classical response beginning at the
scaling lime.
In such a way, the events occuring on the sources of the graph
are propagated through the entire graph in order to infer the
future evolutions of all the other variables ( see [11] for further
information ). As a consequence, the operator can have a
prospective view of the process.

3.2. Identification for the causal graph

After the causal graph has been elaborated, the parameters of the
causal relationships must be estimated. In the case presented
here, this task was relatively easy, for the real process has been
replaced by a numerical simulator : disturbances have been
realised on some variables of the numerical simulator ; then the
evolutions have been collected into files ; an identification
software has been used in order to identify the gain, the delay
and the settling time of each QTFs.
Some principles can be put forward :
If a variable get only one influence, the identification will be
easy. In fact, any disturbance which will have a significant
effect on the variable can be used to find the parameters of the
influence.
On the opposite, if a variable gel several influences, you must
identify them separately with different disturbances when
possible.
In the case of a real process, if you cannot realize identification
shoptrials, the values of the parameters have to be estimated by
a process expert. Another possibility is to use the information
collected by the control system and to be able to observe the
uncoupled influences thanks to some technical hitches of the
facility.
With regard to the causal relationships in a regulation subgraph,
we must identify the function between the control variable and
the regulated variable in closed loop, and the function between

the set variable and the regulated variable in opened loop.
Finally, after PROTBC has been connected to the control system,
the values of the parameters must be refined in order that the
model represents at best the process behaviour.
The identified model of the two coupled pulse columns is valid
for the nominal operating conditions of the process.

3.3. Résultats

We are going to present simulation results to illustrate how the
causal model can be able to globally represent the behaviour or
the process, and how it can be helpful to understand the
physical phenomena occuring in the process.
For example, let us take the simulation results presented in
figure 7.
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Figure 7 : A simulation example

In (his diagram, we can see the evolution of the outlet organic
flow after setpoint variations of the pression CPREROl and of
the load inlet flow CQOSOO. They disturbs strongly the
hydraulic behaviour of the column ; nevertheless, we can
observe that the simulation is globally consistent with the
behaviour of the process.
Different simulations have run according to actions on several
inputs. The evolutions are well estimated when the process
operate in a field whose width depends on the magnitude of the
actions : some particular strongly non linear influences will
probably lead us to build another model, different from the first
one by the parameters of some arcs.

4. HELP PROPOSED TO OPERATORS

4.1.Interface

The graph is also the basis of the operator interface [12] : the
graph is permanently presented as a signed graph ( the
influences are simply seen as positive or negative ones ). The
parameters associated with the influences can be seen thanks to
the "sign buttons" if requested ( cf. figure 8 ).
The interface is able to provide on line the operator with the
predicted evolutions of all the variables ( on the right-hand
zone ). Each evolution can be explained by the influences
which have been taken into account to deduce it ( on the bottom
left-hand zone ) ; this can allow to avoid classical errors made
when an effect is a consequence of several contradictory
influences.
Moreover a bottom zone is reserved for diagnosis in the case of
incidental situations.

4.2. Explanations

During the propagation, each influence has been stored Io he
used as explanations if requested.
In the trial presented in figure 9, the outlet organic flow QGMX)
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Figure 8 : The DIAPASON interface
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can be explained by the influences of Q0500. OGlOO and
QE120.
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Figure 9 : Explanation of QG600 evolution
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In fact, this diagram allows to understand the evolution of the
mass balancy in the column : all the explicatory curves of
QG600, a flow variable, concern flow variables too. In figure
10, we can see the explanation of the outlet load flow QE120,
which is the set variable in the regulation of the interphase level
of the column.
We can observe that the QE120 evolution is induced by two
flow variables, Q0500 and QG100, but also by the non
measurable variable RETE, the hold-up, which represents the
rate of load solution holded in the shaft of the column. When
the column is hydraulically stable, the mass balancy between the
acid flows can be verified : QE120 = Q0500 + QG100
The explanations are very useful for understanding the dynamic
behaviour of the process. As a consequence, we can think out

to use this advantage to create rapidly a learning simulator,
when the model will be a causal graph and not a numerical
model. In this way, works are in progress in order io improve
the ergonomie sight of the explanations.
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Figure 10 : Explanation of QE120 cvolUIiO

5. DISCUSSION

The First application of the supervision system DIAPASON has
been presented in this paper, when connected to a numerical
simulator. This lead us to improve the modeling then to validate
the simulation.
DIAPASON includes also a fault detection system and an expert
system. We are going to briefly describe the fault detection
system, called MINOS, in order to show how the causal graph
can also be used.



MlNOS compares the evolutions between lhe process and the
simulation so as Io decide whether the process behaviour is
standard or not.
Figures II and 12 represent two different evolutions of the
process after the same setpoint variation of the load flow
CQ0500.
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Figure 12 : Degrated state

The degrated state is due to a failure on a transfer apparatus.
During the setpoint variation, it would not be possible to notice
the process drift only by looking at the measured evolution of
QOSOO. On the other hand, if we compare the gap between the
measured evolution and the predicted evolution, we can verify
that it is inclined to increase in the degrated case.
This example illustrates the principles of the fault detection
system MINOS. In fact, it uses sophisticated algorithms to
globally compare the shapes of the process evolutions and the
simulated ones on a temporal window [9] ; it is particulary
well-adapted to the detection of process drifts.
Apart from these works, we are now working on the application
of DIAPASON to the actual process presented here.
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